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OVERSIGHT OF MONITORING WELL ABANDONMENT
AT SKINNER LANDFILL

WEST CHESTER, OHIO

This report summarizes the field oversight of monitoring well abandonment conducted by Earth Tech

and Bowser-Morner at Skinner Landfill in West Chester, Ohio. Photo documentation and copies of

field log notes are attached.

9 December 1999

The following personnel were present for locating monitoring wells:

Julie Schucker (WESTON)
Pat Higgins (EarthTech)
Bowser-Morner Representatives

Thirty-two (32) monitoring wells were slated for abandonment. The well identifications, construction

materials, and total depths when known are listed in the logbook. All site personnel walked the

Skinner Landfill using the site map as a guide in order to locate the monitoring wells. A bulldozer was

used to clear paths in the impassible areas. As the site was walked, it was observed that the following

wells had already been abandoned prior to WESTON's arrival on site: GW-52, GW-28, and GW-53.

A discharge, potentially leachate was observed flowing out of the bank located across from GW-11.

A white vapor, identified as smoke, was observed coming out of the ground surface in the vicinity

of monitoring well GW-21. Located wells were marked with caution tape. Four wells could not be

located: GW-12, GW-14, GW-21, and GW-25.

14 December 1999

The following personnel were present on-site:

Julie Schucker (WESTON)
Laura Funk (WESTON)
Ron Roelker (Earth Tech)
Alan Wolfe (Bowser-Morner)
Jared Rogers (Bowser-Morner)
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Bowser-Morner was already on site when WESTON arrived. Following introductions between Earth

Tech and WESTON, Ms. Schucker left the site. As Earth Tech and WESTON tried to locate the

drillers, it was observed that the following wells had been abandoned: GW-9, GW-10, GW-56, and

GW-15. It was also later confirmed that the following wells had been pulled prior to WESTON's

arrival on site: GW-11, GW-25, GW-50, GW-54, GW-55, andGW-57. Once the drillers were located

Mr. Roelker left the site.

The drillers had difficulty in abandoning monitoring well GW-29 with the truck-mounted hollow stem

auger (HSA) drill rig that was on site. The outer protective casing on GW.-29 could not be pulled

with the rig. A bulldozer was used to try to loosen the outer casing, but was unsuccessful. The driller

indicated to WESTON that the well was set in bedrock, which was not anticipated and not addressed

in the driller's scope of work prepared by the PRPs. The driller called Mr. Roelker to discuss the

situation. Mr. Roelker was going to contact the US EPA to reach a decision.

A path was cleared to access GW-32 and GW-33. The driller decided a track-mounted rig would be

needed to access these wells. Abandonment of GW-31 was completed by pulling the well from the

ground.

15 December 1999

The following personnel were present for monitoring well abandonment:

Laura Funk (WESTON)
Alan Wolfe (Bowser-Morner)
Jared Rogers (Bowser-Morner)

A track-mounted HSA drill rig was mobilized to the site. A total of six (6) wells were abandoned on

this date. Four of the wells were abandoned by pulling the well: GW-23, GW-18, GW-17, and B-5.

The bottom 2.5 feet of screen for GW-17 apparently broke off during the removal. Forty feet of

casing were removed from GW-17. A tremie pipe, required per the scope of work, was not used

when this well was grouted.
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The remaining two wells, B-8 and GW-19, were overdrilled with the HSA drill. No decontamination

procedures were employed for the augers between well locations. The well identification for B-8 was

mislabeled as B-5 on the well itself. Due to an entanglement between the drill rods and the well pipe,

the bottom 10 feet of well screen was dropped back into the well. No further attempts were made to

retrieve it. The mixture of grout used generally consisted of 100 Ibs. of cement to 25-40 Ibs. of

bentonite. The mixture was observed to have a liquid-like consistency. The mixture was poured into

the former well locations using a hose and nozzle apparatus.

16 December 1999

The following personnel were present for monitoring well abandonment:

Laura Funk (WESTON)
Alan Wolfe (Bowser-Morner)
Jared Rogers (Bowser-Morner)

Overdrilling techniques were employed in the abandonment of GW-20 after pulling attempts failed.

This monitoring well was overdrilled to a depth of 40 feet where sand pack was encountered. The

augers became bound in the subsurface material and stressed the capabilities of the rig. Two drill caps

were broke trying to free the auger flights. The monitoring well location was left with approximately

25 feet of auger in the ground. The driller told WESTON that they would need to return with a more

powerful rig when the access conditions are more suitable (i.e. frozen or dry ground). Two other

wells (GW-27 and GW-51), that are located within the vicinity of GW-20 at greater depths, would

also be abandoned at that time. The well identification for GW-51 appeared to be mislabeled on the

well. The drilling crew spent the remainder of the afternoon widening the path to these wells.

17 December 1999

The following personnel were present for monitoring well abandonment:

Laura Funk (WESTON)
Alan Wolfe (Bowser-Morner)
Jared Rogers (Bowser-Morner)
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A total of six (6) wells were abandoned on this date. Bowser-Morner was advised by Earth Tech that

double cased wells and GW-29 (which was set in rock) could be grouted in place then broken off

below grade if pulling attempts failed. The drillers returned to GW-29 and grouted it in place using

a tremie pipe. A bulldozer was used to knock down the stick-up pipe. Abandonment for the following

wells was completed by pulling techniques: GW-33 and GW-36. Monitoring wells GW-32, GW-35,

and GW-38 were double cased and could not be pulled. These wells were grouted in place using a

tremie pipe. A bulldozer was used to break off the stick-up pipe for GW-35. The stick-up pipe for

GW-32 could not be broken off using the bulldozer and eventually the driller ended up pulling out

the top 10 feet of casing. The outer stick up pipe on GW-38 had been cut on 16 December 1999. The

inner stick up was pounded down using a sledgehammer.

The grout mixture used to seal the wells generally consisted of 150 Ibs. of cement to 25 Ibs. of

bentonite. In accordance with the scope of work, wells less than 40 feet in depth were grouted by

pouring the mixture into the hole. For wells where abandonment involved the use of a bulldozer to

break off the stick up, the ground surface was generally graded to prevent a depression over the well

area. For all other wells, the grout was pooled up at the surface.

27 March 2000

While on route to the site, Laura Funk of WESTON was notified by Earth Tech that abandonment

activities were postponed due to precipitation over the weekend.

30 March 2000

The following personnel were present for monitoring well abandonment:

Laura Funk (WESTON)
Jenny Downard (Earth Tech)
Alan Wolfe (Bowser-Morner)
Jared Rogers (Bowser-Morner)
Charles Reed (Bowser-Morner)

WESTON met Earth Tech at the site entrance in the morning. Bowser-Morner had set up on well

location GW-20. Ms. Downard summarized the site Health and Safety Plan for all personnel present.
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A total of three (3) wells were abandoned on this date. The abandonment of GW-20 had been

discontinued on 16 December 1999 with 25 feet of auger in the ground. The abandonment of GW-20

was completed using a truck-mounted HSA drill rig. The drillers were able to recover the auger

flights and 10 feet of drill rod. The well casing and screen were removed. The abandonment of GW-

27 could not be completed per the scope of work because GW-27 was double cased. According to

the driller, the outer casing was drill pipe. This piping material is typically used as a temporary casing

and removed following well installation. It is not typically used as a permanent casing material due

to its cost. Earth Tech advised the drillers to grout the well in place and cut off the stick-up casing

below grade. This was the approved methodology used to abandon the other double-cased wells on

site. The well was grouted in place. The soil surrounding GW-27 was shoveled out in order to cut

off the stick-up below grade. Bowser-Morner did not have the necessary equipment with them that

day to cut the casing. The abandonment of GW-51 was accomplished through overdrilling techniques.

The well was overdrilled to a depth of 75 feet. The casing and well screen were removed and the

grout was introduced through the stem of the augers. The augers were removed and additional grout

was added. The drillers did not bring a sufficient quantity of cement to the site to complete the

grouting. They requested to fill the upper several feet with bentonite chips. At WESTON's

suggestion, Earth Tech advised the drillers that per the scope of work the remainder of the hole

should be filled with the cement-bentonite grout slurry.

During the morning meeting, WESTON had advised Earth Tech and Bowser-Momer of the grout

constituent proportions required under the scope of work: approximately 100 Ibs. of cement to 5 Ibs.

of bentonite powder to 8 gallons of water. The grout mixture used to seal the wells generally

consisted of 300 Ibs. of cement to 30-50 Ibs. of bentonite. Enough water was added to the cement

and bentonite to almost fill a 55-gallon drum. All three wells were grouted with the use of a tremie

pipe.

Because the lock on the back gate had been broken, the drillers provided a lock to secure the site

overnight.
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31 March 2000

The following personnel were present for monitoring well abandonment completion:

Laura Funk (WESTON)
Alan Wolfe (Bowser-Morner)
Jared Rogers (Bowser-Morner)
Charles Reed (Bowser-Morner)

The stick-up casing for GW-27 was cut off below grade using a heavy-duty band saw. The depression

created around the casing was filled in with the removed soil. The upper several feet of GW-51 were

filled with grout. The grout was mixed in the following approximate proportions: 200 Ibs. of cement

to 20 Ibs. of bentonite. Enough water was added to the mixture to half fill a 55-gallon drum.

WESTON placed a call to Earth Tech to inquire how the back gate of the site would be secured.

Earth Tech said that they were having a lock made that was keyed alike to the other locks. Earth

Tech planned to have the lock placed on the gate later that evening.

Summary

All wells slated for abandonment were sealed except for four monitoring wells (GW-12, GW-14,

GW-21, GW-25). These monitoring wells could not be located.

Due to rig limitations, access conditions, and subsurface complications, the abandonment of three

wells (GW-27, GW-20, GW-51) was not completed during the December field effort. Bowser-

Morner had planned to return to the site with a more powerful rig when the ground froze or dried

out. Following several postponements in March, Bowser-Morner returned to the site on March 30*

to complete the abandonment.

All well abandonment activities took place in general accordance with the scope of work with the

following deviations:

A tremie pipe was not used when GW-17 was grouted. Approximately forty feet of casing were

pulled from this well, it appeared that the remaining 2.5 feet of screen had broke off during removal.
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The bottom 10 feet of well screen was dropped back into B-8 during abandonment as a result of

entanglement with the drill rods.

The cement grout used to seal the wells was not mixed in the exact proportions as stated in the scope

of work. The mixture of grout used during the December abandonment activities generally consisted

of 100 Ibs. of cement to approximately 15-40 Ibs. of bentonite. The water was pumped directly into

the mixing chamber so WESTON was unable to determine the quantity used. The mixture was

observed to have a liquid-like consistency. The mixture of grout used during the March abandonment

activities generally consisted of 300 Ibs. of cement to 30-50 Ibs. of bentonite powder. Enough water

was added to the mixture to nearly fill a 55-gallon drum.

For all wells not abandoned in place, the grout was pooled up at the surface, but the wells were not

rechecked after the grout had dried to determine if settling had occurred. It is recommended that the

grouted well locations be checked to see if settlement has occurred. If significant settlement has

occurred than a corrective action plan be submitted.

Four double cased wells and one bedrock well were present. These conditions were not addressed

in the scope of work. According to Bowser-Morner, Earth Tech was advised by the US EPA that

these wells could be grouted in place and the stick-up pipe should be broken off below grade. These

wells were abandoned in accordance with these directions.
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PHOTO-DOCUMENTATION



ATTACHMENT A
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photograph List

Photograph 1: Pulling of GW-23 casing, view looking south.
Photograph 2: Pulling of GW-18 casing, view looking east.
Photograph 3: Pulling of G W-17 casing, view looking east.
Photograph 4: Overtoiling of GW-20, view looking north. Augers are bound
Photograph 5: Grouting of GW-29 via tremie pipe, view looking west.
Photograph 6: Double casing of GW-32.
Photograph 7: Completion of GW-35 grouting. GW-35 was double cased
Photograph 8: Attempt to break off stick-up pipe for GW-35 using the bull-dozer.
Photograph 9: Completion of abandonment of GW-35. Area was slightly graded during the stick-up

removal.
Photograph 10: The removal of the upper ten feet of casing following the attempt to break off the stick-up

from GW-32
Photograph 11: Grouting of GW-38 in place
Photograph 12: Completion of abandonment of GW-38.
Photograph 13: Use of spear to remove casing from GW-20, view looking southwest.
Photograph 14: Double casing of GW-27. Outer casing is drill pipe.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Photograph 1: Pulling of GW-23 casing, view looking south.

Photograph 2: Pulling of GW-18 casing, view looking east.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Photographs: Pulling of GW-17 casing, view looking east.

Photograph 4: Overdrilling of GW-20, view looking north. Augers are bound.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Photograph 5: Grouting of GW-29 via tremie pipe, view looking west.

Photograph 6: Double casing of GW-32.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Photograph 7: Completion of GW-35 grouting. GW-35 was double cased.

Photograph 8: Attempt to break off stick-up pipe for GW-3 5 using the bull-dozer.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Photograph 9: Completion of abandonment of GW-35. Area was slightly graded during the stick-up removal.

Photograph 10: The removal of the upper ten feet of casing following the attempt to break off the stick-up from
GW-32. Prior to this action GW-32 had been grouted in place.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Photograph 11: Grouting of GW-38 in place.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Photograph 13: Use of spear to remove casing from GW-20, view looking southwest.

Photograph 14: Double casing of GW-27. Outer casing is drill pipe.

Skinner Landfill
Cincinnati, Ohio
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COPIES OF THE FIELD LOGS
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